tograph of a spruce tree. We "know" that the needles has come from, and where it is heading. Synesthesia has a long research history. Many paWhen a person with grapheme-color synesthesia views pers were published in the 1920s, when introspection a black digit or letter, he or she sees the black graphwas an accepted and popular method of enquiry. With emes just as we do but also experiences highly specific the rise of behaviorism, came the decline of synesthecolors ( clusion would be incorrect, as there is clearly a subThe study by Hubbard et al. provides compelling evigroup of synesthetes who perform very differently than dence that one grapheme-color synesthete can be very nonsynesthetes. Thus, the study nicely shows that relydifferent from another grapheme-color synesthete and ing on group analyses alone would lead researchers to that not all synesthetes will show these "perceptual" potentially miss very important findings and draw erroeffects. These individual differences are most salient in neous conclusions. the perceptual crowding experiment (experiment 2) reIn our view, the Hubbard et al. study is a fine illustraported by Hubbard et al. In that experiment, target digtion of how far synesthesia research has come. Reits were presented in the periphery and were flanked search has moved beyond studies designed to demonby other digits (e.g., a 4 surrounded by 2s). The idea strate that synesthesia is a "real" phenomenon. The was that for synesthetes the synesthetic color of the Hubbard et al. study is a cognitive neuroscience assay target would provide an extra cue as to its identity and of synesthesia that uses converging evidence from circumvent the effects of perceptual crowding that both behavioral paradigms (performance on the textual would be experienced by the nonsynesthetes who did grouping and perceptual crowding tasks) and fMRI to not have this extra color cue. The important finding was demonstrate that there are fine-grained individual difthat not all synesthetes performed better than controls ferences in grapheme-color synesthesia. Their concluon this task. Analyses of individual synesthetes resions are important ones. Not all grapheme-color vealed that three of the synesthetes significantly outsynesthetes are the same, and to treat them as though performed controls on the perceptual crowding task, they come from a homogeneous group will lead to failwhereas the other three were indistinguishable from ures to replicate and erroneous conclusions. controls. Furthermore, the performance of the synesthetes on these perceptual tasks was correlated with the difference in these hypothetical results would have
